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With a quick flick of the wrist, any poem in this collection can unfold a little forest. But Ghost 

Fishing does more when opened. The footers proclaim intriguing section headings like “unquiet 

air,” “Instead of flowers,” or “plead for me,” which invite a deeper exploration. And that’s the 

point of an eco-justice collection: to allure enough to get a tendril attached. 

The editor of this anthology, American poet Melissa Tuckey, addresses the crisis, both 

environmental and social at once, in this project. By “eco-justice,” she refers to the movement to 

end the cultural and social diseases that figure in the destruction of biospheres. To that end, the 

poems in Ghost Fishing collate diverse voices, bringing many peoples and perspectives into the 

center of eco-poetry, because for Tuckey, it is the inclusivity of poetic practice that makes the 

necessary reimagining of the world possible. Tuckey is herself a poet as well as literary activist, 

and a co-founder of Split This Rock, a national organization supporting socially engaged poetry. 

From a deep sense of her own activism, to the necessity of bringing diversity to the eco-justice 

movement, Tuckey has curated here a challenging and beautiful anthology, to bring change. 

The book’s eight sections organize the work thematically, including a focus on war, on 

human-animal relations, on resource extraction, among other topics. Here are a number of 

poems that might be familiar to readers, like Wendell Berry’s “The Peace of Wild Things,” Joy 

Harjo’s “Perhaps the World Ends Here,” and W.S. Merwin’s “Native Trees.” But mostly, I found 

the collection full of unfamiliar poems, new contact with poets I hadn’t read before, and a wide 

variety of topics, astringent in their specificity and honesty. Sometimes the poems seem to 

follow each other, ordered in a neat progression, like Camille T. Dungy’s “Daisy Cutter” followed 



by Natalie Diaz’s “Why I Don’t Mention Flowers When Conversations with My Brother Reach 

Uncomfortable Silence.” Dungy’s poem states “We are engaged / in a war, and I want to drag 

home / any distraction I can carry. Tonight / children will wake to bouquets of fire….” And Diaz’s 

poem carries this epigraph from Wislawa Szymborska, “Forgive me, distant wars, for bringing 

flowers home.” Sometimes the poems are not so heartbreaking as to let its readers take in 

more than two or three at a time. 

One such poem, Everett Hoagland’s “Invocation,” calls to its reader with a prayer-like 

hope for vision and connection: “Remind us as the oceans go, so go we. As the air goes, so go 

we. / As other life forms on Earth go, so go we.” Other poems instead perforate our hearts with 

a profound sense of the immense breadth of human emotion, as does Ross Gay’s “Burial” 

which does not have any specific environmental or social-activist characteristics about it, but 

which awakens our awareness of spiritual connection through familiar nature: backyard soil, 

trees, water, and air. 

Because most of the anthology reaffirms the enormity of the catastrophe, it is difficult to 

read in full. My own use of it so far has been to flick open to a page and read from there, looking 

for some new reflection point to add to my poetic practice. This is stabilizing and even 

encouraging: we join our voices in a kind of chorus. I’ve also used some poems while teaching 

workshops or leading community writing circles, which invariably leads to inspiration and new 

bursts of energy. But I think of Jane Hirshfield’s poem “As If Hearing Heavy Furniture Moved on 

the Floor above Us,” as though all we can do now is to scrape the last charred bits of the world’s 

sweetness “as if eating the last burned onions and carrots from a cast iron pan.” Her 

matter-of-fact approach in the poem shows us what is. What is happening whether we want it to 

or not. 



But this is not without a deeply hopeful attitude. In 2017, Hirshfield initiated a project with 

the Wick Poetry Center called Poets for Science, which engaged activists from the literary 

sphere in the March for Science in Washington D.C. on Earth Day. She states on the project’s 

website (poetsforscience.org) “Poetry and science are allies, not opposites. Both are 

instruments of discovery, and together they make the two feet of one walking... Observation and 

imagination, the microscope and the metaphor, the sense of amazement— you need all of them 

to take the measure of a moment, of a life. Poetry and science each seek to ground our lives in 

both what exists and the sense of the large, of mystery and awe. Every scientist I know is 

grounded in curiosity, wonder, the spirit of exploration, the spirit of service. As is every poet.” 

Is it possible to look at the catastrophe this closely, as Hirshfield does and as Tuckey 

expects us to in this compelling anthology? And if poetry, science, and activism must march arm 

in arm, it would help if the steps are aligned. Most of the people I know are familiar with the 

scientific method: research question leads to a hypothesis, which leads to an experiment or 

observational study often using proxies, which then results in data for analysis and conclusions. 

The method of poetry seems a bit obscure to most, unless it comes in the form of an 

advertisement or Broadway-song lyric. In a poem like “What Should We Do” by Hiromi Mishou, 

which raises the voices of the doctors in war-zone hospitals overwhelmed with 

radiation-sickened children, or “Alloy” by Muriel Rukeyser, with its portrait of silica extraction and 

alloy production, it is perfectly apparent that science also has been used too much for 

something other than wonder and a spirit of service. 

In speaking with our allies in the sciences, how do we bridge the distance between our 

methods? I took on that challenge last month as poet-in-residence at a scientific conference on 

climate reconstruction studies. The focus of the conference was the use of multiple proxies to 

gather data about past climate events. From tree rings to coral micro atolls to lake sediments, 

https://www.kent.edu/wick/news/poets-science


the proxies yield minute clues to the environment’s responsiveness to natural and manmade 

shifts. In addition to sharing poems from this anthology with a few of the participating scientists 

(and leaving the book in a common area for people to pick up and flick open to a poem or two), I 

used the collection to write the following talk on poets’ use of proxies: those things we call 

metaphors. 

❋ 

 

You are asking yourself “what on earth is poetry?” 
 
 
 
What do you want to know and why? That’s the subject of all poems. If the question ever gets 

clear, a skilled poet knows how to disguise it again. Does that seem like the opposite of 

science? If so, then that’s good, I’ve illuminated the fracture. 

 
 
The poetic question is the limbic system, the midbrain, the coarse fibre that carries images and 

sounds to their meanings and back again. The system stretches through poet and reader, both 

sides, without barrier. “What do you want to know and why?” means both, you the poet and you 

the reader. The poet knows nothing in the moment of the poem. The reader knows the pulse 

adjacent to the system. The desire to know chooses an image as its proxy. But desire itself, our 

quarry, is helpless in this body. 

 
 
In W.S. Merwin’s poem “Native Trees,” the child’s questioning and the parental avoidance 

create current across the system: the why itself. 

Neither my father nor my mother knew 
The names of the trees 
Where I was born 
What is that 
I asked and my 
Father and mother did not 
Hear they did not look where I pointed 



Surfaces of furniture held 
The attention of their fingers 
And across the room they could watch 
Walls they had forgotten 
Where there were no questions 
No voices and no shade… 

 
Why does the child ask, and why do the parents avoid the question, and what do we as readers 

want to know about this refusal to admit to either knowing or not-knowing? The proxy is the 

curious child. “What were they I asked what were they” marks the insistence of the connection, 

which is invisible without the poem. Just like science, right? The experiment, the survey, the 

analysis makes visible the connection between. A poem makes visible the connection. 

 
 
Where we follow a coyote across a New York City highway, there’s desire. But for what? 

Danger? Survival? The drama of injury? Magic? In Yusef Komunyakaa’s “Crossing a City 

Highway,” the proxy can run like a devil and howl to sound just like a laugh. 

For a breathy moment, she stops 
On the world’s edge, & then quick as that 
Masters the stars & again slips the noose 
& darts straight between sedans & SUVs. 

 
Don’t try to hide from her kind of blues 
Or the dead nomads who walked trails 
Now paved by wanderlust, an epoch 
Somewhere between tamed & wild. 

 
If it were Monday instead of Sunday 
The outcome may be different, 
But she’s now in Central Park… 

 
 
We follow the proxy, because desire is too vast. 



But we live immersed in desire. Desire is the mechanism of civilizations - what was wanted and 

why - illuminating history with gold and red, wealth and war. How can we not know what and 

why it is? That question. That question. 

 
 
Don’t scientists also first stun the creature to study it? Or skewer it for a sample? Or sacrifice a 

few specimens? In a poem, desire is only rendered powerless, unharmed. Only still, while the 

proxy illuminates our roughness and those things we don’t name. In Linda Hogan’s poem “Fat,” 

we never read the words “ocean” or “sea.” 

This is the land 
Where whales were mountains 
Pulled in by small boats, 
Where fat was rendered 
Out of darkness 
By the light of itself, 

 
Where what fell through 
The slaughtering decks 
Was taken in by land 

 
Until it became a hill made of fat 
And blood, a town built on it. 

 
 
Clear outline, desire as a mountain of whale fat. But what does the proxy, the whale, want? And 

why? 

A whale passes. 
From dark strands of water, 
It calls 
Its children by name, 
Light, Smoke, Water, Land. 

 
I hear it singing, 
I sit up, awake. 
It is a mountain rising, 
Lovely and immense. 
I see myself 
In the shine of it 
And I want light. 



I am full 
With greed. 
Give to me 
Light. 

 
It is easier to know what the poet wants, what the reader wants, by following the whale. It alone 

knows where it is going, the exact time to call out, and all the necessary names. What do we 

want to know and why? Here, the results indicate that we want to know where to find the 

reflective beauty of ourselves. How to keep it forever, or at least for as long as possible. 

 
 
Time will tell, so the saying goes. But though desire can do nothing in a poem, it does keep its 

secrets. Where and when and the real names of all things stay hidden. Again, how very unlike 

science. But the desire to know is the same; the impulse is the same. In both poetics and 

sciences, we want knowledge so that we can align our thinking, our actions, to what really is. To 

lessen suffering born of ignorance and superstition, to instill confidence in our relationship to 

past and future, to give ourselves and others the pleasure of knowledge. 

 
 
One method we have in common is the search for evidence. Poets make lists, describe in 

exacting detail, exhaust all possibilities. Perhaps the difference is that poets have less faith in 

the rationality of human investigative processes. Here, Ailish Hopper brings this brilliant litany to 

the eco-disaster point: 

...We renamed the problem, and denounced those who used the old name. 
We wrote a law for the problem, but it died in committee. 
We drove the problem out with loud noises from homemade instruments. 
We marched, leafleted, sang hymns, linked arms with the problem, got dragged to jail, 
got spat on by the problem and let out. 
We elected an official who Finally Gets the problem. 
We raised an army to corral and question the problem. They went door to door but could 
never ID. 
We made www.problem.com so You Can Find Out About the problem, and 
w ww.problem.org so You Can Help. 

http://www.problem.com/
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We created 1-800-Problem, so you could Report On the problem, and 1-900-Problem so 
you could Be the Only Daddy That Really Turns That problem On. 
We drove the wheels offa that problem. 
We rocked the shit out of that problem. 
We amplified the problem, turned it on up, and blew it out. 
We drank to forget the problem. 
We inhaled the problem, exhaled the problem, crushed its ember under our shoe. 
We put a title on the problem, took out all the articles, conjunctions, and verbs. Called it 
“Exprmntl Prblm”... 

 
And more. Tellingly, the title of this poem is “Did It Ever Occur to You That Maybe You’re Falling 

in Love?” The poet, rather ingeniously, lays out the question in large font at the top of the poem, 

so that you can forget about it while she masks it in the course of the litany, and then remember, 

as we always do, with regret, that the answer was readily available in our hearts the whole time. 

 
 
What do you want to know and why? The poet knows nothing in the poem, and the reader only 

feels the adjacent pulse. Connected in the unknown. The greatest of unknowns is, of course, 

the beloved. In “Ode to Stromatolites,” Myra Sklarew begins with praise: 

Great cabbage heads, fossil portal to our earliest traces, 
you bloom in rare fields, docile as mushrooms. You carry 
secrets displaced from three billion years ago... 

 
 
She goes on to tell the story of fossils turned into something very useful, expressway gravel, 

then shifts her gaze to the living ones: 

...in Australia you line a shallow sea, 
stubbornly gathering your clan. A strange sight-- 

 
like some ancient outgrowth--while we cling 
to our killing ways, eagerly grasping our share of air. Lace 
butterflies, we’re transparent in your field of time. 

 
 
We probably don’t want to know what such ancient creatures might think of us. Isn’t it nice to 

think we are invisible to them? As invisible as the debt we owe them “embedded / in our 



mitochondria” is to us. An ode as odd as this brings the disjunctions into sharp focus. How is the 

relationship we have with each other, with the air, with the past and future? Ailing. Failing. 

 
 
❋ 

 

Perhaps more momentum is needed to align scientific and poetic activism, so that we can begin 

the sprint toward just solutions. The reimagining will require our continued vigilance, hope and 

collaboration on all fronts. 

What use will social scientists or economists or political activists make of this diverse 

set of poems? My use of the anthology to bring a deeper connection between scientific and 

aesthetic disciplines is just one example of this collection’s potential. Tuckey’s introduction and 

section openers include helpful starting points, such as Rob Nixon’s Slow Violence, an 

influential work in postcolonial studies focusing on the environmental consequences of 

continued economic and political oppression of societies in the Global South and elsewhere. 

The term “ghost fishing” refers to the destructive effect of fishing equipment that has been 

abandoned, untended but active. Will we commit the resources and attention necessary to 

dismantle such structures? 

Any anthology is most useful as a starting point, and Tuckey sets the point in a highly 

diverse poetic that is aesthetically inviting and intellectually refreshing. Ghost Fishing is a tendril 

growing in the right direction. 

 


